
Pfeifer's S Document

Pfeifer traces S as distinct from 3 through the Book of Genesis (but

not through the Pentateuch). He says that "SuppI;ntea with 32 (a Jewish

midrash to it), S was incorporated into the Por.tateuah after tha insertion

of P. not long before the final edition of the 'Lab of Moses' was issued

about 403 B.C." ( p. 167). Again, Peiffer asserts "tbat te source which he

calls S, with its editorial accretions (S2), was inserted into he Pentateuch

after P . . . . , or between L30(the ap; roxiamte date of RP) and about 400, when

the Pentateuch reached its fiaal form and was canoni.ed." (p. 288)

* * * .* * * *
R. H. ?feiffer, A Noni-Isra. S. of the Book of Gen, ZAW 48 (1930), 66-73

In "A Non-Israelitic Source of the Book of Genesis" (printed as read at the

17th International Gongresss of Orientalists, Oxford, 30. August 1928) in

Sonderabudruck aus der eitschrift fur die altestarnentliche Wlssenschaft und

die Kunde des nachbiblischen Judenturns. Johannes HemDel. Verlag von Alfred

Tope1nnn in Gleben. the following has been taken (pp.69-73)

Contrastsbetween J and S

The style of J is imaginative, poetical; in S it is adequate, matter-of-fact
The emotional overtcnes of J are lacking in S . . . J is refined, sophisticated

S is nrimitive, barbarous.

J never speaks of the death of the patriarchs. In S on the contrary the mood is
desperately pessimistic. . . J is tryly a "paradise Regained"; S is literally a
"Paradise Lost".

There is no allusion to worship in S (except in the story of Cain and Pbel),
no trace of sommunion between men and God, exactly as in J, where a similar con
ception of the deity is set fo th. . . Sacrifices appear in later additions to S
(4.3-5; 8.20), and in E, bit not at all in J: in J the patriarchs build altars
but curiously do not sacrifice thereon. .

S knows nothing of these local spirits, but used sources that were unmistakeably
polytheistic; I am inclined to believe that the unskillful substitution of Yahweh
for a nantheon is due to an Israelite redactor rather than to the original collector
of the stories of S.

it seems plausible to conclude that S was an autonomos literary work. Its
place of origin cannot have been Northern Israel, for the northern tribes are not
even named. . . Mount eir is the geograDhical center of the region covered by the
stories of S as well as the focus of the narrative, which culminates in the annals
of Mom, the only portion of S (axof Genesis) which preserves for us actual
history.

J and E and even D betray no knowledge of 5, but Ezekiel is unquestionably familiar
with S . . . and Second Isaiah seems to have read it
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